
COBI 2.0 RECAP MEETING HELD APRIL 22, 2014  
Meeting was moderated by Don Broussard, Keith Hanks, and Allen Venet. 
 
State Legislators Scott Holcomb, Michelle Henson, and Mary Margaret Oliver 
were asked to speak first with their summaries of the results of the 2014 Session of 
the Legislature. 
 
Mary Margaret Oliver spoke first and emphasized the following points: 

1.  She would still like to see her HB22 embraced by constituents. 
2. The Partisan Strategy of Cityhood Initiatives is a flawed strategy. 
3. Tucker Initiative did the best campaign.  It was professional, positive, 

and delivered the message. 
4. Lakeside Initiative was too partisan, too much “It’s all about ME”. 
5. Briarcliff was “undercut” trying to work without a lobbyist and not 

understanding the full political process upfront.  Advised COBI to hire a 
lobbyist and sign up volunteers to work at the capitol 24/7. 

6. MMO mentioned the possibility of a 3-part Leadership Team working 
with Lee May’s proposed Task Force.  The Leadership Team would 
consist of representatives from the following: 

a. Existing cities & their plans for annexations 
b. Proposed cities 
c. DeKalb County  

 
Scott Holcomb spoke to COBI supporters about compromise.  He suggested some 
merger with Lakeside and then working with Tucker on a common boundary line. 
 
Michelle Henson told the group how Lakeside excluded the Democrats who 
represented their area from any negotiations.  She also mentioned the importance 
of Lee May’s Task Force (but admits no one has been appointed to serve on this 
yet).  She asks, “Do we municipalize the whole county?”  She complimented 
Tucker on their positive and professional campaign and their huge lobbying 
presence. 
 
Q&A followed.  One question was, “Has Emory requested to be excluded from 
maps of both Lakeside and Briarcliff?”  A representative from Emory answered:  
“Emory does not want to be part of any new city.  Emory wants to continue to 
work with unincorporated DeKalb County at this time.” 
 
The City of Tucker representative made a few brief comments confirming they 
plan to continue to pursue incorporation.  


